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Abstract:
Many people use social and communications applications including Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Tinder, and others. What potentially private information do users routinely expose to friends, family, coworkers, and even strangers? This talk focus on the privacy risks and concerns arising from information that apps freely expose between typical users. I refer to this as “peer-to-peer (P2P) privacy.”

First, I will discuss P2P privacy in online dating. Although dating profiles are typically shown to complete strangers, many users have expectations of who will actually see their profile and/or how the information will be used. For instance, is it ok to look someone up before a date, and what are the limits of this search?

Online status indicators (i.e., visual UI to communicate when a user is actively online) passively reveal information about a user’s actions and attention, which can raise P2P privacy concerns. For example, if Alice ends a conversation by saying she is going to sleep, she might worry about the assumptions her friend will make if they see her online later that night. I will present the results of a recent research study that characterizes online status indicator design patterns across 40 apps and explores how users are affected by these indicators.

Finally, I will discuss two ongoing projects examining how P2P privacy is portrayed on television and exploring how “would you rather” scenarios can be used to elicit security and privacy tradeoffs that are particularly salient to users.
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